
                                                               
 

JOB DESCRIPTION  

Job Title:         Inside Sales Engineer                                             Date:                
Reports to:     Customer Services Manager Rotork Manchester (Role Currently Vacant) 
Division           Sales 

 

1.Job Purpose 
Assist the External Sales team to build relationships with customers and support the efficient turnaround of 
requests for technical quotes and conversion to orders in line with business needs. The role will produce a 
quote with documentation and drawings for a range of standard and customised solutions to meet the 
customer's specifications. They will then discuss this with the customer and drive receipt of a purchase order 
from the customer. Once received they will process this onto the MRP and progress any enquiries against it. 
 
We’re looking for a results-driven, technically minded Inside Sales Engineer to work alongside the External 
Sales Team, respond to customer's requests for technical quote and convert to an order. You will need to 
quickly understand the existing and new  products available for the market and work to cross sell these 
products in response to a customer's definition of requirement or specification. You will be expected to learn 
how to use the bespoke systems and configurators available to ultimately send a quote to a customer which 
will include a product code, description, drawings, lead time and price. You will then liase with the External 
Sales person and Customer to convert the quote to order or understand why we did not win the order, thus 
improving the chances to convert next time. If an order is received you will process it onto the MRP and 
manage any subsequent amendments to it / progress enquiries against it. You will need to work closely with 
other departments around the business e.g. Engineering department, Finance,  Purchasing and Operations 
teams. There will be a level of KPI creation, reporting and data management within the role. You will need to 
do this in a safe, efficient and timely manner whilst applying continuous improvement techniques to the 
processes to ensure the achievement of Rotork’s business goals. 
 

2. Primary Responsibilities  
* Read and interpret the Customer's technical specification and requirements and propose an appropriate 
engineering solution 
* Support the Customer with technical knowledge or facilitate their interaction with the Technical team 
* Liase with the External Sales Team to build a quote that optimises the chance of win  
* Respond in a timely manner with an accurate quote that meets these requirements in a way that drives 
sales value and margin for the business according to budgetary margin guidelines 
* Support the External Sales Team convert the quote to an order 
* Process the order once received onto the MRP system and manage any amendments, awaiting kits or 
proforma invoices required 
* Respond to customer requests for status on the order as it progresses through the business 
* Drive a business initiative. This will vary by individual and be best suited to your skills, experience and 
development areas. 
* Maintain and cleanse the Customer and quote information in the bespoke systems 
* Deliver some KPIs and reporting as required by the business 
* Assist Account Managers with all aspects of sales administration and customer service 
* Answer sales phone calls 

 

3. Qualifications Knowledge & Skills required 
* Industry knowledge: Oil and Gas, Chemical industry knowledge an asset 
* Technical Knowledge: Technical sales and applications engineering experience, preferably with valve and 
pump knowledge 
* Systems & Process Knowledge: Skills and experience of computerised systems and improving associated 
internal processes e.g. Configurators, Word, Excel, Solid Edge etc 
* Attention to Detail: Ability to work fast & accurately with technical, commercial and marketing information 



                                                               
* Problem Solving: The ability to manage work and time to maximize productivity; problem solves effectively; 
utilizing effective analysis and tools to determine accurate costs and achieve sales margin goals; maintains 
effectiveness in tasks 
* Communication:  Speaks and writes clearly and concisely. Facilitates open discussion and utilizes 
communication methods appropriate to the situation. 
* Self Development Drive: Desire to seek out learning opportunities and constantly improve technical, 
functional and interpersonal skills 
* Customer Centric: Good customer communication (both technical and commercial) and customer service 
skills, desire to go the extra mile for the customer 
* Collaborative: Positive and proactive interaction, interpersonal skills and ability to work in a team or with 
cross functional teams to ensure that we provide world class service to our valued customers 
* Complete and Finish: Independent drive to get things over the line and finished, overcoming obstacles along 
the way through good problem solving skills. Focuses efforts on both processes and results; conveys a strong 
sense of urgency 
* Proactive: Taking the initiative and not waiting to be asked 
* Continuous Improvement: Ability to think about the end goal then break down delivery into small 
incremental steps 
* Safety Conscious: Ability to work in an environment in which Safety is the top priority by maintaining a safe, 
healthy and well-maintained office environments  

 

4. Future training requirements.   
On the job bespoke system training 
On the job policy, procedure and process training 
Product knowledge training 
Customer Service Training 

ALL TRAINING MUST BE REPORTED AND ANY CERTIFICATES GAINED FORWARDED TO HR 

 

5. Appraisal & Training requirements: 
A 3 month & 6 month initial training requirements assessment and appraisal followed by minimum of an 
annual appraisal & training needs assessment.  
 

6. Remuneration & Hours 
 


